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Compact expressons are derived for the analytical gradient with a general MC SCF L.CAO wavefunction. Cancellations 
among the terms involved are shown to have important computational aspects, and substantial reductions of computer 
time may be achreved with a properly chosen basis set. 

1. Introduction 

During the last few years analytically calculated 
derivatrves of total energy expressions have become a 
valuable tool for the study of molecular energy sur- 
faces [ 141. However, although the gradient method 
is vastly superior to the use of pointwise calculated 
energies, computational economy still sets severe Em- 
stations on the size of systems that can be convenient- 
ly handled. It therefore appears important to continue 
the analysis of the expressions for these quantitres in 
order to find optimal computational procedures. 

In two recent papers Nakatsqi et aL [5,6] investi- 
gated how calculation of the analytxal gradient for 
general SCF functions may be avoided by systemati- 
cally enlarging the basis set with derivatives of the or- 
bit& so that the Hellmann-Feymnan theorem [7,8] 
IS approximately satisfied. This seems to be a reason- 
able procedure for small molecules. Rut for most sys- 
tems of chenucal interest - for which the calculation 
of the gradient 1s of special value - such a basis set 
becomes prohibitively large. Nevertheless, by explort- 
ing the same relationships it appears possible to 
achieve significant savings in computer time when 
calculating the analytrcal gradient using an ordinary 
basis set. 

The present paper provides a denvation of a com- 
pact expression for the MC SCF LCAO energy gradi- 
ent, which is a convenient reformulation of those giv- 
en previously [l-6]. From this expression we derive 

upper bounds for the contribution to the gradient 
from individual atomic orbitals, and suggest a simple 
estimate for the relative importance of these orbit& 
when calculating the gradient. It is finally shown how 
the choice of basis functions may lead to cancellations 
of terms in the gradient expression that are normaJ.ly 
computed and thus to savings in computer time. 

2. The gradient of au MC SCF function 

For an MC SCF function we have, followiug the 
notation of J3inze [9] : 

j 

(1) 

3 

where the summation is over orthonormal molecular 
orbitals and 

(24 

WI 

ell = (rP, I EkFjk I pk ) - 04 

In these expressions, h and g( 1.2) are the one- and 
&Vo-eleCtrOn parts Of the hamiltonian, ‘&i and rii,,k[ 
are the fit- and secondsrder density matrix elements. 
The total energy is given by 
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E= &, - f c(rp,Ihll~,~r;l.kI - (3) 
I ykl 

For a function optirmzed on a truncated basrs, the mo- 
lecular orbrtals do not satisfy (l), but mstedd 

~(\o’lFz, - EJI I@ = 0. (4) 

Differentiation of thrs equation with respect to a pa- 
rameter contained m the molecular hamiltonran (in- 
dicated by a prime) leads immediately to 

ce:,= C(Ip,IF~lu?/)+2Re ~CP#,, -~-,,,Iq).(5) 
r 1, 

The fist, Hellmann-Feyrunan-bke term may be 
wntten 

f~~~~(‘p,IV~~l~)r;,,,,+A, (6) 

where A is a sum of terms contaimng the derivatrves 
of the densrty matrix elements as factors. As these 
parameters have been optmuzed, their contnbutron 
to the gradient wrU vanish, I.e. A G 0 [ 1, lo] _ Substr- 
tuting (6) in (5) and introducmg (3) we obtam 

E’= ~(~zlh’l~,)7,, +2Re c(rfflF,, -E,~Is.J,)I) 
‘I 

=-fHF_fW) 
(s) 

where we recognize the Hellmann-Feynman force 
fm =-Z, 6~ Ih'Iq,ky,, = -W'> and the wavefunc- 
hon forcefW#, the latter bemg the sum of the mte- 
gral and density forces in the terminology of Pulay 
[l] _ The expression for the wavefunction force may 
be shghtly rewntten by noticing that 

C(+E/JI@=Q ~F,il’p~L (8) 
I J 

where we have used the relation (2~) and introduced 
the projection operator 

Q= 1 - Cllp,)(P~l. (9) 
1 
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Usmg the idempotency of the projector, we obtain 

fw = -2ReC <QtpfIQF,q) - 
0 

UO) 

This compact expression is seen to be equivalent to 
those obtained previously [l-6] _ However, we imme- 
diately note that Q 1~;) hes entirely outside the space 
spanned by the basis set orbitals. Inclusion of the de- 
nvative of one of the orbitals in the basis set will thus 
eliminate its contribution to the gradient [5,6]. If all 
(first, second, _..) derivatives of all orbitals are mcluded 
the wavefunction force wilI vanish identically; thrs is 
actually an obvrous special case of the generalized 
Hellmarm-Feynman theorem due to Hurley [ IO,1 l] : 
dE/dX = kLH/dX) If the trial functions are invariant 
to changes in the parameter X. 

The wavefunction force may consequently be cal- 
culated m two equivalent ways: The normal procedure 
IS to calculate the fulI integral force after which the 
dens@ force is subtracted accordmg to (7). Ahema- 
trvely one may calculate proJected denvatives of the 
orbrtals and then the “projected” integral force ac- 
cording to (10). But, since the gradient is usually cal- 
culated as a sum over atomic orbitals, little 1s gained 
from the latter procedure unless one or more of the 
differentiated orbrtals is completely removed when 
the projector is applied. In certain cases, therefore, a 
partial projection - as described below - appears 
advantageous. 

3. Upper bounds to the contriiution of the 
individual atomic orbitak to the MC SCF gradient 

Usmg eq. (10) it is easy to set up upper bounds to 
the contniutron of the individual atomic orbitals to 
the MC SCF gradient. The molecular orbrtals are usu- 
ally expanded over atomic orbrtals 

I@= ~Cz,Jlx& (11) 

which upon differentiation and projectron gives 

QI$=Q FCrplXi),), (12) 

since Q ZP C& Ixp ) = 0. The contribution of the dif- 
ferentiated orbital 14) is then given by 
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faW = -ZRe(&lQZ&*~&). (13) 

Applying the-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
upper bounds to the individual atomic contributions: 

V,“lS 2llQx~II llQ~i,~~F~$$lI . (14) 

The first factor on the right-hand side may be seen as 
a measure of the inadequacy of the basis set to de- 
scnbe the differentiated basis function. In a similar 
fashion the second factor is a weighted measure of the 
inabihty of the basis set to descnie the exact molecu- 
lar orbitals satisfying eq. (1). This last factor is diffi- 
cult to estimate because of the intervening Fock ma- 
trix, the first is however easily calculated. Using once 
more the ldempotency of the projector we obtain 

llQx;l12 = (x’ IQlx’ ) II II 

=~x~lxh~-C<xbIrp,Xlp,IX~~. (13 
I 

These quantities may be computed for all orbitals 
prior to the calculation of the gradient and will pro. 
vide a rough guide to the relative importance of the 
differentiated basis functions (the magnitude of the 
expansion coefficients may also be taken into consld- 
eration). 

4. Applications 

Some applications of these results will now be giv- 
en. In routine MC SCF calculations the only unstable 
<IX. neither constant nor optbnked) p -eterS are 

the basis function centers, which are usually fmed on 
the atomic nuclei. Thus only partial derivatives with 
respect to these parameters will contribute to the 
gradient. The denvative of a primitive gaussian fimc- 
tion 

X expC--or(r -A121, (16) 
with respect to the center of expansion A is a linear 
combination of two new gaussians with the original 
exponents retained, e.g. 

dG(a, A, 2, m, n)ldA, (17) 
=2aG(a,A,i+ l,m,n)--IG(ar,A,I- l,m,n). 

If the basis set is chosen such that the orbital exponents 
for s, p, d, . . . functions are equal, the derivatives of 
this tit will contain several terms lying entirely within 
the original set. A partial projection is then easiiy ac- 

complished by simply omitting these terms when Cal- 
culating the integral and density forces. This may lead 
to considerable savings in computer time; for a fiit- 
row atom with a minimal or DZ basis and uncontract- 
ed valence orbitals the gain is =30% and increases to 
%50% when polarization functions are added. With a 
1 ls9p5dlf set, appropriate for near Hartree-Fock 
calculations on first-row transition metals, the gain ex- 
ceeds 50%. 

It should be noted that basis sets of the type men- 
tioned above are already widely used in routine ab 
mitio calculations for other reasons [ 121, and that the 
systematic construction of basis sets by repeated dif- 
ferentiation of s-orbit& was proposed several years 
ago as they give fast evaluation of one. and two-ebc- 
tron integrals [13,14]. With such basis sets the above 
procedure gives significant savings in computer time 
with no loss of accuracy. 

The scheme discussed above obviously becomes 
less efficient if the basis functions are contracted. Since 
contraction is of less importance for valence shell or- 
bitals - where the most important savings may be 
achieved - it appears reasonable to leave the valence 
orbitals uncontracted in gradient calculations where the 
the above procedure is employed. 

In the general case the norms of the projected ti- 
ferentiated orbitals (15) will not be zero. In most 
cases we may nevertheless expect some of them to be 
small, for example when the orbital exponents are 

not equal bur nearly so or when the valence orbit& 
with equal exponents have been contracted. Ifhigh 
accuracy is not required, these contributions to the 
gradient may be neglected. This will be the case in the 
early stages of geometry optimizations as the knowledge 
of the force constant matrix is usually very uncertain 
and makes an accurate calculation of the gradient un- 
necessary. 
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